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We perform tunneling measurements on indium antimonide nanowire-superconductor hybrid devices
fabricated for the studies of Majorana bound states. At finite magnetic field, resonances that strongly
resemble Majorana bound states, including zero-bias pinning, become common to the point of ubiquity.
Since Majorana bound states are predicted in only a limited parameter range in nanowire devices, we seek
an alternative explanation for the observed zero-bias peaks. With the help of a self-consistent Poission-
Schrödinger multiband model developed in parallel, we identify several families of trivial subgap states
that overlap and interact, giving rise to a crowded spectrum near zero energy and zero-bias conductance
peaks in experiments. These findings advance the search for Majorana bound states through improved
understanding of broader phenomena found in superconductor-semiconductor systems.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.107703

Majorana bound states (MBS) are predicted in various
intrinsic and engineered topological superconductors [1–7].
They attract sustained attention primarily thanks to the
hypothesized non-Abelian rules for the two-MBS exchange
[8]. Tunneling experiments reported signatures of MBS by
studying zero-bias conductance peaks (ZBP) [9–21]. The
primary challenge for the tunneling evidence is that zero-bias
anomalies in transport are widespread in mesoscopic sys-
tems. They have many known non-MBS origins such as the
Kondo effect [22], weak antilocalization [23], reflectionless
tunneling [24], and supercurrent [25]. Luckily, most of these
phenomena can be ruled out for each particular Majorana
experiment through their distinct dependence on the in situ
tunable parameters or through device design.
Yet, zero-bias anomalies of nontopological origin that

closely resemble MBS, and cannot be straightforwardly
ruled out, have also been identified. Most remarkably,
trivial Andreev bound states (ABS) have been demon-
strated to result in zero-bias peaks [26]. This includes
peaks that appear at finite magnetic field and exhibit some
degree of pinning to zero bias or near-zero oscillations,
both being features that MBS and ABS share. Trivial ABS
can exist both in the topologically superconducting regime
and in the trivial regime, or they can be a result of strong
MBS hybridization [27–29]. Thus ABS can be found in a
much wider range of system parameters than MBS.
Understanding of the full ABS phenomenology is therefore
central to the unambiguous demonstration of MBS.

In this Letter, we demonstrate that multiple coexisting
and coupled ABS can lead to ubiquitous zero-bias peaks
that share spectroscopic signatures with MBS. Our NbTiN/
InSb devices have been designed for Majorana experi-
ments, and they yield tunneling resonances that pin near
zero source-drain voltage bias at finite external magnetic
field, as expected for MBS. However, extended gate
voltage sweeps reveal multiple families of states localized
near the superconductor. We identify these states as being
responsible for the omnipresent zero-bias resonances. The
frequency of occurrence of zero-bias features, i.e., their
ubiquity, makes it highly unlikely that all of them originate
from topologically superconducting segments of the nano-
wire. A self-consistent multiband model developed in
parallel [30] finds a generic presence of overlapping and
coupled trivial ABS for the device geometry used in the
experiment. The model identifies that trivial ABS can
persist near zero bias due to spectral crowding as well
as level repulsion.
The basic MBS theories make a number of simple

predictions for the tunneling manifestations of MBS in
spin-orbit nanowires [4,5]. In long quantum wires
MBS should only appear within the topologically super-
conducting phase described by the boundary equation,
EZ >

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Δ2 þ μ2
p

, where EZ ¼ gμBB=2 is the Zeeman
energy, with g being the effective Landé g factor and μB
the Bohr magneton. Δ is the induced superconducting gap
at B ¼ 0, and μ is the chemical potential in the quantum
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wire. In the limits of zero temperature, hard induced gap,
and weak tunnel coupling, MBS manifest as a 2e2=h peak
in conductance at zero tunneling bias. The peak emerges
after the bulk superconducting gap in the nanowire
closes and reopens. Beyond the reopening point the peak
is robust—meaning it does not deviate from zero bias until
superconductivity is fully suppressed by external field or
another sub-band crosses the Fermi level. MBS come in
pairs, and therefore a correlated zero-bias peak should be
observed on the opposite end of the nanowire. Spin-orbit
anisotropy implies that zero-bias peaks should vanish for a
specific magnetic field orientation that is collinear with the
effective spin-orbit field.
The demonstration of all of the above basic tunneling

predictions in the same nanowire will likely amount to
proof of Majorana bound states beyond reasonable doubt.
To date, this has not been possible, despite steady progress
in growth and fabrication [31–33]. A given device can be
tuned to display one or more tunneling signatures of MBS
but not to simultaneously confirm all of the basic expect-
ations. The discrepancies may still be consistent with MBS
but ascribed to experimental limitations such as finite
temperature, soft induced gap, disorder, short nanowire
length, and critical field anisotropy. When experimental
limitations are accounted for, MBS are expected to result in
conductance peak oscillations around zero bias, reduced
peak height, no gap closing, and/or reopening and distorted
topological phase boundary. As noted above, several
theories and experiments furthermore point out that these
features are shared between imperfect MBS and trivial ABS
making the two effects challenging to distinguish. In this
manuscript we study the phenomenology of low-bias
resonances without assuming MBS, but with a goal of
deeper understanding of the superconductor-semiconductor
hybrid system.
Devices are fabricated using InSb semiconductor nano-

wires with NbTiN contacts (nominally identical to that used
in [17], though device-to-device variations are common
[Fig. 1(a); see Supplemental Material for additional devi-
ces]. Prior to the deposition of NbTiN, sulfur passivation is
carried out followed by a gentle Ar plasma cleaning in
order to obtain a transparent superconductor-semiconduc-
tor interface. A normal metal Pd contact is then fabricated
to perform tunneling spectroscopy by varying bias voltage
V between normal and superconducting contacts. Electrical
measurements are performed in a dilution refrigerator at a
base temperature of 30 mK, by a standard low-frequency
lock-in technique (see detailed measurement conditions in
Supplemental Material).
The electrostatic coupling of gates to the nanowire is

enhanced due to half-coverage of the nanowire by the
superconductor, as well as the use of a thin layer of high-κ
gate dielectric (HfO2, 10 nm). The gate effect is much
stronger than in fully covered nanowires [18], or where side
gates and/or thicker dielectric layers are used [9,34].

Stronger electrostatic coupling allows us to tune the density
underneath the superconductor in a wider range, and
observe a larger variety of subgap states as shown below.
On the flip side, partial coverage may result in weaker
induced superconductivity and soft gap [35]. Following a
standard procedure for Majorana experiments [9], we create
a single tunnel barrier between the normal and super-
conducting contacts by tuning gate FG (once set FG
remains fixed). The gates left of BG1 are set to large
negative voltages (−2.5 V) and not changed during the
measurements. Those gates have no significant effect on
the subgap states studied here.
We explore the magnetic field evolution of tunneling

conductance in Figs. 1(b)–1(d). At zero field, this device
exhibits a soft but otherwise featureless superconducting
gap characterized by smooth evolution of suppressed
conductance within the gap as a function of bias. Such a
soft gap presents a decoherence pathway for futuristic
topological qubits but it does not prevent us from studying
the subgap spectroscopy here. In Fig. 1(b), the evolution
within the magnetic field range 0–300 mT looks like a
closing of the induced gap: the suppressed conductance
window around zero bias shrinks and two branches of high
conductance move from the apparent induced gap edges
(V ¼ �250 μV) toward lower bias reaching zero bias at
around 300 mT. Beyond B ¼ 300 mT, an apparent zero-
bias resonance is observed over a significant range of
magnetic field, up to at least B ¼ 1 T. This range,
expressed in Zeeman energy using a lower bound on
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FIG. 1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of the studied device.
The bottom gates FG (100 nm wide) and BG1 (200 nm wide) are
made of Tið5 nmÞ=Auð10 nmÞ. The nanowire is about 100 nm
in diameter. The superconducting contact is a trilayer of
Tið5 nmÞ=NbTið5 nmÞ=NbTiNð150 nmÞ, while the normal con-
tact is a Tið15 nmÞ=Pdð150 nmÞ stack. [(b)–(d)] Differential
conductance maps in bias voltage V versus magnetic field at
BG1 ¼ 0.1365, 0.137, and 0.1375 V, respectively. FG ¼ 0.53 V
for data in Figs. 1 and 2.
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InSb g factor of 30, greatly exceeds the bias width of that
resonance—thus we identify it as “pinned” to zero energy
(line traces in Fig. S1 of Supplemental Material).
Figure 1(c) shows that with a minor variation in BG1 a

single zero-bias resonance can be transformed into a pair of
low-bias resonances oscillating around zero bias as mag-
netic field is increased to 1 T (up to 2 T in Supplemental
Material). Such oscillations are consistent with MBS in a
short nanowire [36], and in fact data in Fig. 1(b) can also be
interpreted as similar oscillations of smaller amplitude, less
than the resonance width. Figure 1(d), however, conveys a
different picture. After another change in BG1 that should
not alter the bulk density in any significant way, we can
resolve that the apparent oscillations are actually super-
imposed of two unrelated pairs of resonances moving to
zero bias at different magnetic fields, 0.4 and 0.7 T. This
demonstrates that the visibility of different branches can be
strongly affected by minor changes in gate voltages, and
some of the branches may become invisible in color maps,
creating the appearance of a sole zero bias resonance or a
pair of oscillating resonances, both being important sig-
natures of MBS.
The ubiquity of zero-bias features like those in Fig. 1 is

demonstrated in Fig. 2. Because of the extended range of
BG1 shown and because of the strong electrostatic cou-
pling of BG1 to the nanowire, a large number of transient
resonances can be seen crisscrossing the subgap region
without sticking to zero bias at zero field [Fig. 2(a)]. These
are due to states localized near the tunneling barrier. At
finite magnetic field B ¼ 0.3 T, the transient resonances
are still visible, but another set of features tightly confined
close to zero bias is now observed throughout the presented
range of BG1 [Fig. 2(b)]. Close to 30 distinct ZBP regions
are observed. If all of these ZBPs were due to topological

superconductivity, we would expect being able to tune
through tens of 1D sub-bands, which is inconsistent with
quantum point contact measurements on similar nanowires
[37]. Data in Fig. 2(b) are similar to barrier gate scans in
Mourik et al. [9], which used the same nanowires and
superconductors, though a different gate layout with a
weaker BG1 coupling.
We zoom in on a representative BG1 range in

Figs. 2(c)–2(e). At zero field the inside of the induced
gap for jVj < 250 μV is featureless on this scale [Fig. 2(c)].
In the same gate range at finite field B ¼ 0.3 T [Fig. 2(d)],
three oscillations around zero bias and higher bias subgap
states are observed. At a higher field B ¼ 0.5 T [Fig. 2(e)],
an extended zero-bias peak is observed. Over a range of BG
between 1.61 and 1.62 V the ZBP vanishes; however, this is
an artifact due to charge jumps, i.e., charge rearrangements
near the gate leading to a momentary shift in the electro-
static potential. Such charge jumps are also ubiquitous and
appear in many published results [19].
We observe that the near-zero bias states often merge

continuously into the transient resonances above the
induced gap. This implies a relation between the two types
of features. This behavior is expected in quantum dots
strongly coupled to superconductors, where transport
resonances due to ABS split from and merge into the
induced gap as the dot occupation changes from even to
odd [26,38]. In this framework, the regime in Fig. 2 is
consistent with several coupled quantum dots formed near
the superconductor. Note that the absence of Coulomb
blockade suggests open quantum dots and transparent
contact to the superconductor. The open dots may be
connected both in series and in parallel.
To model our devices we perform 3D Schrödinger-

Poisson calculations that incorporate geometric and electro-
static details of the experimental device [39]. The calcu-
lations naturally capture the multiband nature of the system
and its highly inhomogeneous electrostatic potential, which
turn out to be the crucial elements responsible for the
ubiquitous zero-bias peaks. The inhomogeneity arises due
to device geometry, while disorder is not included in the
model. A detailed description of the model can be found in
the conjoint theoretical paper [30].
First, we demonstrate that the model generates ubiquitous

zero-bias peaks, as seen in the experiment, by calculating
the differential conductance [40] as a function of the
BG1 voltage. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (compare
with Fig. 2). At zero magnetic field [Fig. 3(a)], the differ-
ential conductance is characterized by multiple subgap
resonances that approach or cross zero bias without sticking.
At finite field [Fig. 3(b)], one notices features that are
confined near zero energy. Examples of differential con-
ductance maps as a function of Zeeman energy and bias are
shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). In Fig. 3(c), we notice an in-
gap mode that collapses to zero energy at EZ ≈ 0.7 meV,
then splits at higher EZ. A slight change in BG1 generates a
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FIG. 2. Ubiquitous ZBP in extended range of gate BG1. [(a)
and (b)] Differentiate conductance maps in bias voltage V versus
BG1 at B ¼ 0 and 0.3 T, respectively. [(c)–(e)] Differentiate
conductance maps in bias voltage V versus BG1 in a small range
at B ¼ 0, 0.3 and 0.5 T, respectively.
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low-energy mode that remains near zero bias over a large
range of Ez [Fig. 3(d)].
Next, we address the key question regarding the nature of

the low-energy states by studying the band and real-space
structure of the corresponding wave functions (also see
Supplemental Material [41]). We find that the ubiquitous
low-energy states are not MBS emerging in a segment of
the wire, or partially separated MBS induced by soft
confinement, but rather ABS pinned near zero energy by
level repulsion. As detailed in the conjoint theory paper
[30], interband coupling can give rise to ABS that stick near
zero energy due to anticrossings between multiple modes
approaching zero energy at different magnetic fields. For
example, in Fig. 3(d) one can distinguish two low-energy
modes that cross zero energy at EZ ≈ 0.7 meV and
EZ ≈ 1.1 meV, respectively, displaying an anticrossing
behavior (near EZ ≈ 0.9 meV). Evidence of similar level
repulsion behavior can be found in the experimental results
shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). We note that the interband
coupling arises from the evolution along the length of the
wire of the transverse profiles of the various bands due to
the electrostatic potential nonuniformity. As explained in
the theory paper [30], single-sub-band models cannot
capture this zero-bias pinning behavior for short nanowire
segments of 200 nm (the width of BG1) without assuming
overlapping MBS.
We investigate the spatial characteristics of the low-

energy states at zero magnetic field by mapping the zero-
bias conductance as a function of BG1 and FG. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 4(a), while the
numerical results are given in Fig. 4(b). The remarkable
common feature is the presence of three types of

resonances characterized by different slopes. These reso-
nances in the experiment and simulation may not appear
exactly the same but have the same nature, which we
attribute to distinct families of low-energy states with most
of their wave function localized in different parts of the
device. The nearly vertical resonances in Fig. 4(a) (white
dashed lines) and Fig. 4(b) (red arrows) are generated by
states coupled primarily to the FG gate. The wave function
profile of a typical state associated with this type of
resonance [Fig. 4(c)] reveals that most of its weight is
located in the FG region (see the inset). The two additional
sets of resonances are generated by states electrostatically
coupled to both FG and BG1 [green and yellow dashed
lines in panel (a), and black and green arrows in panel (b)].
As revealed by the wave function profiles shown in
Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), these states have significant weight
in both BG1 and FG regions. However, the transverse
profiles (see the insets) show that the state in Fig. 4(e) is
located closer to BG1 and farther away from FG as
compared to the state in Fig. 4(d), which explains the
different slopes of the corresponding resonances. The
existence of these distinct families of states demonstrates
that the low-energy physics is controlled by modes local-
ized in different adjacent regions (i.e., the FG region and
the covered and uncovered BG1 regions) that are coupled
to one another. At finite magnetic field, this generically
produces low-energy ABS resonances pinned near zero
energy through the interband coupling mechanism dis-
cussed in detail in Ref. [30]. We note a discrepancy in
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gate voltage and conductance scales between Fig. 4(a)
and 4(b), likely as a result of device-dependent gate
screening variations and high sensitivity of conductance
to tunneling rates.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that many of the

commonly discussed features of MBS in nanowires, such
as gap closing, zero-bias pinning in magnetic field or gate,
and peak oscillations around zero bias, are ubiquitous and
easily observed when ensembles of trivial ABS are present.
Evidence of MBS in tunneling experiments should there-
fore be accompanied by detailed studies of subgap reso-
nances in the extended gate voltage range. For example, an
earlier study of a similar device has revealed zero-bias
peaks occupying a large continuous region of field-gate
space with a boundary similar to the basic topological
condition [17].
Nevertheless, since tunneling measurements have so far

not yielded a definite MBS proof, it is intuitively attractive
to explore more sophisticated techniques, e.g., the frac-
tional Josephson effect [43], Majorana fusion, or even
braiding [44]. However, the added measurement complex-
ity will not help resolve the experimental limitations of the
tunneling experiments, since the limitations remain rooted
in the growth and fabrication. It is also unclear whether
advanced techniques can reveal signatures unique to MBS,
and whether they are better at distinguishing MBS from
ABS [45]. At the same time, tunneling remains powerful in
surveying the subgap spectra in proximitized nanowires,
thereby guiding device design and fabrication towards a
more ideal regime in which MBS can be demonstrated
unambiguously.
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